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S T E M steps up for middle school students
Madeline C h a p m a n
G uest W riter

Hope College has developed
an after-school program for
middle school students called
Step Up, a collaboration of
the Children’s After School
Achievement (CASA) and TRiO
Upward Bound programs for
elementary and high school
students. It’s a successful
initiative that is continuing to
grow.
Initially enrolling five CASA
students who were moving
into middle school, Step Up
has grown into a 50-student
operation. The students meet for
weekly homework and academic
skill-building, as well as on
going opportunities including
student-parent
sessions,
college visits and involvement
in Tech Wizards (STEMfocused mentoring by 4H/MSU
Extension).
Through a Michigan S T E M
Partnership grant this past
year, Step Up has added to its
weekly sessions by integrating
S T E M programming. Students
are building vertical gardens

M eussa Bazany

H O P E S T U D E N T S GIVE B A C K T H R O U G H S C I E N C E - Middle-schoolers In H o p e ’s Step

U p program partnered with S T E M attend science day and learn from older students.
this semester with mentors and
have access to mathematics and
science kits.
“The Step Up program is
distinguished for its focus
on academic mentoring, but
reaches beyond simply doing
homework,” said Regan Postma-

Montano, who
leads the
program as a full-time Faith in
Youth AmeriCorps member.
“Students eagerly work with
their mentors to dream of the
possibilities for their lives.”
One student from Step Up
has recognized the program

as "helping him succeed in
middle school and going into
high school and college,” while a
mentor has valued “interacting
with kids and being able to help
them with their homework.”
The goal of the Step
Up program is to provide

students with the academic
and emotional support they
need to succeed in school and
reach their educational and life
goals.
Program
progress
is
measured with pre- and post
student and teacher surveys,
as well as student grade and
attendance reports. The program
provides an accessible training
ground for college students who
serve as mentors to the middleschoolers.
Step Up also offers a fourweek summer program focused
on S T E M explorations through
the support of The Center
for Exploratory Learning at
Hope and the Michigan S T E M
Partnership grant and an award
from ExxonMobil. The students
interact with caring, consistent
mentors who serve as role
models, advocates and tutors.
“Step Up is a developing
program with need areas
including student transportation
and staffing,” Postma-Montano
said. “The program continues to
grow and we would love to add
additional mentoring.”

Alumni youth a w a r d winners give back
A lumni and Family Engagement

Hope College receives two
alumni, Sarah Sanderson Doyle
and Josiah Dykstra, as recipients
for this year’s Young Alumni
Award. This honor recognizes
extraordinary
achievements
for
professional
endeavor,
research, volunteerism and/or
involvement within the local
or global community made by
alumni who have graduated
within the past 15 years.
Special consideration will be
given for those who demonstrate
significant initiative by starting
innovative service projects,
business or other original
enterprises. The winners must
have earned at least 45 credit
hours in their time at Hope
College and have been a member
of the Alumni Association for
no more than 15 years prior to
the current year.
Sarah Sanderson Doyle (’03)
is a Rotary International World
Peace Fellow studying and
researching peace and conflict
resolution at International
Christian University in Tokyo,
Japan. A two-time recipient of
highly competitive Fulbright

Mozambique, where she learned
about visa and consular affairs,
American citizen services and
public diplomacy in action.
She also volunteered during
the evenings teaching English at
the American Cultural Center,
which the embassy runs and
supports.
Her
research
for her
M.A. thesis in preparation
for graduation in June 2017
concerns using foreign language
education as a vehicle for
teaching global citizenship.
Josiah
Dysktra
(’02)
works within the Research
Directorate of the National
Security Agency on innovation,
infrastructure and analytics for
USCYBERCOM. He recently
received a Presidential Early
Career Award for Scientists and
Engineers, the highest honor
Hope College bestowed by the United States
R E C I P I E N T O F Y O U T H A L U M N I A W A R D - Joslah Dyks- on young professionals in this
tra Is o n e of the t w o winners of H o p e College’s Youth Alumni field.
These
emerging
leaders
Award. H e will be delivering an address on “Ameri c a n Self D e 
are educated to think about
fense In Cyberspace.”
important issues with clarity
Fellowships, Sarah is a teacher, Doyle spent the past summer and wisdom as they bridge
that
divide
writer, presenter, language interning with the United boundaries
communities.
The
two
award
learner and travel enthusiast. States Embassy in Maputo,

winners will provide insight
about their current projects and
share success and leadership
tools
in
Youth
Alumni
Workshops.
Doyle will present “Life
Lessons
from
Language
Learning”
on
Wednesday,
March 1 at 3:30 p.m.
Dykstra will present, along
with Professor of Political
Science Joel Toppen, a timely
workshop on “American Self
Defense in Cyberspace” on
Thursday, March 2 at 3:30 p.m.
Both workshops will be
taking place in
the FriedHemenway Auditorium in the
Martha Miller Center for Global
Communication. The Young
Alumni Workshops are open to
all students and members of the
community.
Students are also invited to
meet Sarah and Josiah at the
Young Alumni Award Dinner
on Thursday, March 2 at 6
p.m. at the Haworth Inn and
Conference Center.
This complimentary event
is brought to Hope College by
the Alumni Association and the
Career Development Center.
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Hope loses to Calvin again this past Friday but individually the Dutchmen show success.
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T his W e e k a t H o p e
Wednesday
LifeAfter College:
Friends and Fiances
FmtJijig relationships bey on d the Pine
Grove. Consider h o w friendships a n d
relationships a n d the opportunities
for finding t h e m will change. Gain
helpful pathways a n d practical tools
for pursuing meaningful relation
ships in the first-floor rotunda of the
Martha Miller Center fro m 3 - 5 p.m.
with J a m e s Ellis, C a m p u s Ministries,
a n d M e g a n Fisher, Career Develop
m e n t Center.

Thursday
Community Conversation:
Embracing the Unfamiliar
Ordinary
This conversation will begin at 4 p.m.
in the M a a s Conference R o o m focus
ing on “Emb ra ci ng the Unfamiliar
Ordinary." Josh Bockniak, advisor to
the H o p e College Outdoor Adventure
Club, will facilitate this discussion On
w h a t roles socioeconomic status a n d
cultural diversity play in our access to
natural places. Refreshments will be
provided.

New York Life Career Social
Event
Students are invited to attend this event
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. at J. Gardella’s
Tavern in Grand Rapids. Begin the
proves of determining your career.
This social event will give students the
opportunity to m e e t a nd mingle with
hiring m a n a g e r s and financial profes
sionals from a Fortune 1 0 0 c o m p a n y
a n d learn s o m e of the best practices
for landing a d r e a m job or internship.
Ideal for students interested in pursuing
a career in the financial services field.

In B rief

EXPLORING ISLAMOPHOBIA
Dr. Nazir Harb Michel
and Balkis Hassane speak on
“Islamophobia in America and
the Muslim Women Experience.”
Michel will deliver a keynote
address,“Terrorism,Islamophobia
and a Billion Muslims Caught
in the Middle: Reflections of
Islam in American in a Time of
Fear,” followed by a questions
and answer session on Friday
from 4 - 5 p.m. in VanderWerf
Hall, room 102. He will analyze
important national debates about
refuges, immigration, freedom
of religion and security, but also
more personal struggles related
to issues of faith and ethics, and
will probe the question, “Can
you be a good neighbor to the
many Muslims living in and near
Holland, or should you be wary?”

LIVING SUSTAINABLY
Are we creating a sustainable
community? Join as Living
Sustainably
explores
how
Holland is building a more
resilient community.
Learn
about the programs with our City
Master Plan and Sustainability
Report. Hear from the Holland
Energy Prize Biggest Loser award
winners about what they did to
save energy. In addition, learn
about how to make your home
more efficient and meet the pros
who can help you with financing
options like the new Home
Energy Retrofit. The reception
will take place on March 7 at 6 8
p.m in Holland City Hall on 270
S. River Ave.

Inmates hope for prison restoration
St.Benedict Institute

The Saint Benedict Institute
ishosting “Hope forRestoration:
Radical Hospitality and Prison
Reform,” a day-long conference
bn restorative justice, on
Saturday, March 4, from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Maas Center at
Hope College.
The public will be able to
do something that the events
organizers cannot:
attend.
The conference was conceived
and organized by inmates
from the Richard A. Handlon
Correctional Facility in Ionia,
who will have a chance to watch
recordings of the proceedings
later.
The conference's keynote
speakers will be Ted Lewis
of the Center for Restorative
Justice and Peacemaking at the
University ofMinnesota; Kristen
Deede
Johnson,
associate
professor of theology and
Christian formation at Western
Theological Seminary; and
Eric Boldiszar, Handlon inmate
and Calvin Prison Initiative
student, through a pre-recorded
presentation.
Other speakers and panelists
include
Bishop
David
J.
Walkowiak, Diocese of Grand
Rapids; Rep. David LaGrand,
state representative for Grand
Rapids; Rep. Joe Haveman,
former state representative
for Holland; Troy Rienstra
of Network for Real Change;

I N M A T E S G E T A S A Y — H o p e College hosts restorative jus
tice discussion organized by Inmates.
Warden
DeWayne
Burton
of Richard
A.
Handlon
Correctional Facility; Tricia
Worrell, director of prison and
jail ministry, Diocese of Grand
Rapids; and Julie Bylsma and
Todd Cioffi of Calvin Prison
Initiative.
In addition to the Saint
Benedict
Institute,
the
conference isbeing presented in
partnership with Hope College,
Calvin College, Calvin Seminary,
the Calvin Prison Initiative and
the Corpus Christi Foundation.
The Calvin Prison Initiative is
a partnership between Calvin
College and Calvin Theological
Seminary that provides a
Christian liberal arts education
to inmates at Handlon.
A total of 40 inmates are
participating in the initiative,
which leads to a Bachelor ofArts

degree in ministry leadership.
As outlined in the conference
program, developed by the
prisoners, “Restorative justice
seeks to encourage peace within
communities by healing the
wounds of injustice through
effective communication and
accountability and offering hope
for restoration.” The program
continues that restorativejustice
practices “empower victims
and promote healing through
dialogue"
and
“humanize
victims to their offenders, often
leading to empathy and remorse
in offenders.”
In addition, the program
explains, “A community’s radical
hospitality promotes peace,
empowers its citizens who are
victims ofcrime, and contributes
to the transformation of its
incarcerated citizens."

The conference developed
after Boldiszar connected with
Dr. Jared Ortiz of the Hope
religion faculty, who isexecutive
director of the Saint Benedict
Institute.
“He read an interview with
me in the FAITH Grand Rapids
magazine a few years ago,” Ortiz
said. “He invitedme to the prison
to speak to his restorativejustice
reading group. I did and was
very blessed by the exchange.
W e kept up a correspondence.”
“One thing led to another,
and Eric asked if the Saint
Benedict Institute would be
willing to host a conference on
restorative justice. I agreed on
two conditions: the inmates
planned it, and Eric gave the
opening talk,” Ortiz said. “He
agreed and the inmates planned
the whole thing: they chose the
title, the topics, the speakers.
They wrote to allthe speakers to
invite them.”
The Saint Benedict Institute
is a ministry of St. Francis
de Sales Catholic Church in
Holland. It seeks to promote
and nurture intellectual work
done from the heart of the
Catholic Church, to aid in the
formation of intellectually and
spiritually mature Christians,
Hope College and the wider
community. Admission to the
conference is free. For more
information or to register, visit
saintbenedictinstitute.org.

N A S A discovers additional Earth-like planets
Sarah Mozdren
W orld C o-Editor

O n Wednesday, Feb. 22,* stronomers from N A S A discov
ered a nearby solar system with
seven Earth-sized planets, with
three orbiting around their par
ent star at similar proportions
like Earth and the Sun.
The star named TRAPPIST-1
is located about 40 light years
away, but with modern rocket
technology, it would estimate
about 11,250 years to travel
there. However, for scientists,
this is a close enough distance
to study and observe since this
specific group of planets may
provide environments that can
support life. As N A S A chief
scientist, Thomas Zurbuchen,
explained at a news conference,
“The discovery gives us a hint
that finding a second Earth is
not just a matter of if,but when.”
This solar system of planets
that is beyond the Earth's own
system is among several thou
sands more planets that are be
ing discovered, called exoplan
ets. While researchers observe
that the data from these planets
still remains uncertain, the star
TRAPPIST-1 is only as large as
eight percent of the Sun’s size.
However, three planets re
main in the “habitable zone,”
where their climates may be sus-

T h e discovery gives
us a hint that finding
a second Earth is not
just a matter of if, but
wh e n .
— T homas Z urbuchen
N A S A C hief S cientist

_______________ 39
tainable for liquidwater. But just
because they can sustain water,
this does not guarantee that
they do. Similarly, with Venus
and Mars being in the “habit
able zone,” these newly discov
ered planets may not be any dif
ferent, possibly having similar
characteristics, but not the right
chemical elements for life.
Not only is the distance of
these three planets similar to
their sun as Earth is to ours, but
six out of the seven planets also
have similar characteristics of
sizes and masses that show they
are rocky. This is an important
feature for life to exist since it
supports an atmosphere thick
enough for protection from
extreme cold and hot tempera
tures, but it is also thin enough
so rocky land can exist instead
of being giant planets of gases.
Compared to Earth, research

Forbes

INFINITY A N D B E Y O N D —

Artist created this graphic on the cover of Nature magazine,
demonstrating the seven Earth-size planets surrounding their parent star, TRAPPIST-1.
ers believe that the surface on
One scientist exoplanet ex
one of the planets receives 200 pert from NASA, Aki Roberge,
times less light than the amount explains that the science we
that the Sun provides to Earth. know and study is only relative
However, the star would pro to Earth. The laws of biology,
vide just as much energy to keep chemistry and even physics have
the planet warm since they are a fixed existence on Earth, but
located so close. Scientists also exceptions occur outside the
predict the views from standing planet.
on one of the planets would pro
Earth-like planets are the
vide picturesque scenery, since only examples we can compare,
the other planets would appear understand and recognize be
as large, ifnot bigger, in the sky cause Roberge further explains
as the moon.
as “It’s not really that we think

Earth-like lifeisthe only lifethat
can be out there. It’sjust the only
lifewe can detect.”
Looking ahead in the next
year, N A S A ’s James Webb Space
Telescope will launch to outer
space, traveling one million
miles from Earth. It will be able
to view the deeper universe.
This telescope will also inspect
the exoplanets’atmospheres for
further study in search of water,
chemical components and exis
tence of life.

Preschool lessons applied to international trade
Sophia Vander Kooy
G uest W riter

I,
The Early Years Develop
ment and Childcare Partner
ship (EYDCP) lists community
as one of the primary funda
mentals of pre-school. Within
this fundamental, the EYDCP
encourages pre-schools to hold
“the spirit of helping and giv
ing” as a backbone to instruc
tion. In other words, sharing is
similar to trade in the sense of
the brightly colored room of al
most every pre-school. Adorn
ing posters from these pre-days
to •middle school, the school
systems of both public and pri
vate institutions encourage this
vital sharing through countless
group projects, Peanuts posters
and the potentially not selected,
but influential, limited resources
of sport equipment, books and
crayons.
W e are taught to share out of
the virtue of goodness, kindness
and, although not as boasted
about, desperation. If Sally only
has crayon colors blue, purple
and green and Connor has col
ors pink, orange and yellow,
sharing their resources will lead
them both to more colorful illus
trations. Due to our finiteworld,
there is an interconnected and
blossoming beauty in shared
resources. Stemming from the
lessons of childhood stories
like Stone Soup, which explains
the way for a hungry village
to make soup out of a stone is
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C O L O R S O F E X C H A N G E — C o m p a r i n g international trade with the sharing of crayons ex

plains h o w better opportunities arise.
solely by sharing the few ingre
dients each person has. Sharing
makes sense to most, from the
age of pre-school, that combin
ing resources can lead to more
colorful drawings and yummier
soup.
The same benefits link to in
ternational trade. Most econo
mists will agree on two, and
most likely not many more than
two, primary truths of their
study. Firstly, that the study of
economics exists due to limited
resources. If everyone had what
they wanted, there would be no
need to examine trade, income
or gross domestic product. Sec
ondly, that international trade
benefits everyone, on a global
scale. Nothing has been able to
reduce poverty and factors such
as starvation, poor medical sup
plies and lack of funding for
education that led to it. These
truths stem from the E Y D C P ’s

fundamentals of pre-school; in
sharing, everyone can optimize
their potential for more colorful
drawings, yummier soup and a
better world for all.
However, with age and ex
perience, the sharing for Sally
and Connor and the villagers of
the stone soup story becomes
blurred by influences not evident
in the pre-school classroom.
In a briefing in The Economist
entitled “Donald Trump's trade
bluster," President Trump’s defi
nition of international trade is
explained as, “a patriotic contest
in which countries strive to take
each other's jobs— or seize them
back.” Building off his backbone
of protectionism, President
Trump takes the counter argu
ment to international trade.
From this perspective, critics
will argue that Sally and Connor
will actually be better off using
only their own crayons.

There are three main argu
ments that counter the listed
benefits of international trade:
less international trade seems
to more directly increase do
mestic job stability, diminish
conflict that may arise with
other countries by trading and
limit the amount of exploita
tion that poor countries may
be subject to. These issues pull
different strings of American
hearts and often lead different
courses of action. One of these
is supporting government inter
ference to the world of interna
tional trade. This force is mostly
covered through tariffs, quotas
and embargoes on goods being
imported from other countries.
These three claims are vehicles
that the Trump Administration
has taken and plans to continue
implementing in their efforts to
combat the perceived negativi
ties to international trade.

Many times in discussion, the
economy and trade gets pushed
in the junk drawer because their
ever-changing nature seems to
fill the brain with more clutter
than clarity. However, the most
vital lesson of any economics
course stems back to the funda
mental that we, being all people
of the world, are the economy.
Scarce resources might be the
reason the study exists but we
are the driving force, the strong
breath of the beast that is the
economy. As explained earlier,
all the down-turns to interna
tional trade are simply oppor
tunities to improve the benefits.
There exists no perfect system,
but we hold no more optimal
system.
Sharing may seem to be an
overly simplistic or rosy way to
view trade, but Sally and Connor
will soon grow up to make the
consumer choices that fill the
lungs of the economy. However,
we, as the people making the
“adult” decisions right now are
the ones who most vitally must
remember the basic principles
of sharing.
Professor of Economics at
Hope College Dr. Sarah Estelle,
explains, “The best thing the
general public can do in support
of freer trade - and college stu
dents are in a perfect position to
do this -isto educate themselves
on why trade is beneficial.” With
knowledge, go forward and
trade crayons; create a world
with better opportunities for all.

Fake vs. biased news: seeing the difference
ideological Placement of Each Source’s Audience

Andrew Dunn
G uest W riter
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Oh, to go back to the days of
obviously fake news. The glory
days when the National Inquirer
would inform us of all the aliens
masquerading as celebrities or
The Onion letting us know how
the “CIA Realizes It’s Been Using
Black Highlighters All These
Years.” Nowadays, fake news
seems harder to distinguish.
Traditionalnews sourceshave
been lambasted by President
Trump who has indicted CNN,
NBC, ABC, CBS and the New
York Times (among others) as
“The FAKE N E W S media.” But
are these sources really as false
as President Trump claims? In
other words, are these sources
intentionally reporting lies in an
attempt to hamstring the Trump
administration? The answer is
no. Instead, these media outlets,
inaddition to other news sources
such as Fox News or Breitbart,
are subject to the unavoidable
ailment that plagues almost all
news — media bias.
Bias in the media is nothing
new. In fact, one could argue
bias can be beneficial in
crafting an informed society.
A healthy media diet should
be supplemented by different
opinions on the same issue.
Unless you understand all the
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V I E W E R S ’ BELIEFS — In a graphic produced by the P e w

Research Center, viewers a n d listeners beliefs are charted us
ing conservative a n d liberal statistics.
intricacies, facts and opinions
surrounding an issue, how
are you supposed to make an
informed decision about how
to proceed forward? Opinions
are a positive byproduct of the
informed but only as long as said
opinions are factually based.
The issue as of late is that
traditional news sources are
being criticized by individuals

who disagree with the bias each
source casts upon its reporting.
Those on the far right of the
political spectrum proclaim
outlets like CNN, MSNBC, etc.
are the tool of the progressive
left. To many on the right, these
sources represent a “mainstream
media” hell bent on ending
conservatism and destroying the
Republican party.

O n the other hand, to many last question might be most
on the left, Fox News represents important. Although often times
a more mainstream outletfor the news reports can be interpreted
Alt-Right and President Trump multiple ways, itis important to
to spew hatred and bring us back know that this is not always the
to a 1960s type of American case.
culture. In reality, Fox News is
The media is supposedly bias
just reporting stories from a towards fairness, and what this
more conservative perspective, means is best summarized by a
and C N N is reporting from quote from Aaron Sorkin’s The
a more liberal perspective. It Newsroom: “Ifthe entire House
doesn’t make either outlet “fake Republican caucus were to walk
news.” It makes them “biased onto the floor one day and say
news.”
‘The Earth is flat,’ the headline
The “fake” versus “biased” on the N e w York Times the
news issue does come with a next day would read ‘Democrats
caveat. All news sources will and Republicans Can’t Agree
occasionally report a story on Shape of Earth.’” This is
incorrectly. It happens. Humans important to realize. In the same
make mistakes, and we can’t way that some issues can be
change that. However, these viewed through multiple lenses,
sources will generally correct other issues might only have one
themselves and retract the side.
original story. While this can be
In
general,
media
frustrating, it is by no means a consumption should be taken
reason to condemn the entirety with a grain of salt. Anytime
of a network’s reports. News you’re watching the story, try to
should be viewed through the uncover the facts from the bias.
lens on individual stories, not Don’t simply discredit a news
simply the letters “C N N ” or source because it upsets you.
“Fox”
Instead, actually listen to what
Whe n you view a story you they are saying, and do more
should look at the merits of that research into whether or not it
report. Are media outlets using is true. Sometimes the modern
reliable sources? Are they using world can be upsetting, but
factually based evidence and that is no excuse for remaining
data? Is the story being reported willfully ignorant to current
by multiple outlets? Are their events and the state of the
multiple sides to the story? This United States.

N o r w a y , Brazil saving the rainforest
Jack Wolff
G uest W riter

Deforestation has been,
and continues to be, a global
problem. Not only does itreduce
habitat for unique and often
endangered species, but it also
contributes quite considerably
to climate change. To put
deforestation into perspective,
take a look at the Amazon
Rainforest. Since 1970, 230,000
square miles of forest, roughly
an area the size of Venezuela,
have been clear cut. That is in
the Amazon in Brazil alone and
does not include the rest of the
Amazon or the many other great
forests of the world. This is a
huge issue because it is forcing
species to the brink of extinction
and causes a problem with
longevity, due to an incredible
amount ofcarbon being pumped
into the air. This happens when
these forests are burned, which
is the most common method of
clearing forest for usable land.
Yet, as bad as they are, these
issues do not go unaddressed. In
fact, there has been incredible
progress made for conservation
in recent years.
Norway has been leading the
charge for forest conservation.
Last year, Norway made a
commitment to be deforestation
free in its acquisition of timber
and other forest products, the
acquisition of which (globally)
contributes to a littleover halfof
deforestation in the world today.
I. L I .3 u
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This a huge step in conservation
efforts, as Norway now becomes
the first country in the world
to actively ensure that public
procurement will not contribute
to deforestation around the
world. If other countries begin
to follow suit, deforestation
could be a thing of the past.
Happily, even outside of grand
gestures like Norway’s ban
on deforestation, conservation
efforts in the world have been
going well in recent years.
In Brazil, encroachment into
the Amazon has been dropping
rapidly in the past decade, and
although the sheer volume of
trees removed is still startling,
the pace at which they are
being removed is dropping
promisingly fast.
After peaking in 2004,
deforestation in Brazil started
to fall rapidly, and in 2008,
Norway did something that
would give that trend a serious
boost. In 2008, Norway gave
Brazil one billion dollars to fight
deforestation. Brazil used that
money to fight it, and it fought
it effectively. Deforestation in
the rainforest was down by
75 percent in 2015, saving an
incredible amount of forest
that would otherwise have
been destroyed. This means
more sustainability for species,
preservation of untouched
rainforest and reduced carbon
emission.
Reduced carbon emission
ends up being the most
. 1 SiJ... .w./.i.i

important part of the reduction
of deforestation in the long run.
In fact,forestsstorean incredible
amount of carbon, and their
burning, the most widely
used method of deforestation,
releases a dangerous amount
of carbon dioxide into the air.
To better understand the scale
of carbon dioxide released in
deforestation, you must keep
in mind that the amount of
carbon dioxide not released
into the atmosphere as a result
of conservation efforts is three
times greater than if all motor
vehicles in North America were
unused for the same period of
time. Thus, understanding the

effect that conservation can not all is well. Deforestation is
have is vital to understanding climbing considerably higher in
why it is important. While it Brazil again due to economic
is both noble and extremely factors that make exporting
important
to
maintain agricultural goods more and
biodiversity and untouched more profitable, leading to more
forests from an ethical and clear-cutting for farmland.
humanitarian standpoint, it is
It is going to take leaders
not necessary to human life.Yet, like Norway
to continue
when itisconsidered how much leading, and more importantly,
our actions affect the world for countries to follow their
around us and potentially harm example if deforestation is to
it, it becomes highlighted how be truly tackled. However, the
much we could affect the future future does look bright, and as
through deforestation.
long as countries continue to
With world leaders like work together towards the goal
Norway setting a precedent for of conservation and stainability,
conservation efforts world wide, the future could look a lot
the future looks bright. Yet, greener.

R eutei

C A S H F O R T R E E S — B y offering to pay Brazil to not continue the practice of deforestatlo

N o r w a y has saved thousands of acres of beautiful rainforest, like the area pictured above.
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F e m a l e musicians rock H o p e
A n n a h Duffey
A rts Co -Editor

T his W e e k In A rts
Thursday
The California Guitar Trio
T he se three guitarists will perform at
7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall in the

The Japanese House, com
prised of Amber Bain, graced
the Park Theatre stage last Fri
day, Feb. 24. Doors to the Hol
land venue opened at 7:30 p.m.
to an extensive line of fans and
curious music-lovers. The open
ing and main acts both featured
talented women, who are mak
ing their mark in the music
scene in different ways.
Smoke wafted onto stage as
members of Hope’s Concert Se
ries team introduced the musi
cal guests for the night. Blaise
Moore, who was backed by two
men playing drums and synthe
sizer, had a set consisting of R&B
sounds mixed with electronic
undertones.
Moore is an artist originat
ing from Toronto, Canada.
Upon coming onstage, her white
“pleasure” shirt and feisty atti
tude suggested she was not okay
with stereotypes. Many of her
songs centered on men who had
used her and underestimated
her intelligence. The lights em
phasized the mood, changing
color in accordance to the tone
of each song. Moore smoothly
belted out each edgy message
and remained impassioned
throughout the setlist. At the
end, she thanked the audience
and The Japanese House for in
viting her on tour.
Audience members chatted
excitedly in between sets, while
Bain and her fellow musicians
prepared to take the stage. The
band travelled all the way from
Buckinghamshire, England, so
they were ecstatic to be able to
play for an audience like ours
across the ocean.

Jack H. Miller Center for the Musical
Arts.

International Film Screening:
“Rams”
T he Fried Center for Global Engage
m e n t ’s Global A m b a s s a d o r s will s h o w
this Icelandic film in the Fried H e m e n w a y Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

Friday
Brown Bag Concert
Students are invited to enjoy this con
cert at the Holland Area Arts Council

:C*

A\y

at 1 2:00 p.m.
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In B rief

K elly O cock

POETRYCONTESTCALLS
FOR SUBMISSIONS

A C C O M P L I S H E D F R O N T W O M A N — At only 2 0 years of age, Bain Is already touring world

wide and showcasing her unique electronic style.

H o p e writers are invited to submit
w o r k for the “A c a d e m y of A m e ri ca n

Most ofThe Japanese Houses were slow and easy-going, but
popularity until now has been there were also hits like “Cool
from their two tours last year Blue” that were upbeat and al
with well-known indie-rock lowed people to dance.
Bain was the star ofthe night,
band, The 1975. Bain’s band’s
unique style is characterized by singing and interacting with the
androgynous, synthesizedvocals audience in a sweet, infectious
and electronic beats mixed with manner that had everyone cap
drums and guitar. Bain switched tivated. For the last song she
between guitars throughout the put down the instruments and
set and played on the synthesiz walked across stage, singing and
er, while smiling and engaging taking pictures with audience
with the crowd. She maintained cameras they handed her. She
her mysterious signature style, presented a pure and beautiful
while keeping hair in her face love of music, while defying all
and singing in elusive, synthe female musician stereotypes.
sized vocals throughout the en Bain spent almost the entire
concert on an instrument, her
tirety of the show.
The Japanese House made lyrics were thought-provoking
sure to play songs from each and poetic, and there was no
of their three albums “Clean,” trace of makeup on her face. At
“Pools to Bathe in” and “Swim least half of the audience m e m 
Against the Tide." Most songs bers were male and her perfor

mance was enjoyed by all-in
clusive of alltastes and interests.
At the end of the night, Bain
told the audience how sweet
they were and that she was sure
they would return soon to play
again. She left stage to tumultu
ous applause and fans that were
stilleager to hear more.
The final concert of the se
mester was this past Monday,
Feb. 27 with Josh Carrels and
John Mark McMillan. After the
wonderful and diverse perfor
mances that took place this aca
demic school year, there are sure
to be more exciting shows next
year. Some of this year’s artists
could return, too.
Be sure to check back on the
Concert Series’ web page next
fall to see updates on the newest
musicians coming to campus.

Poets Prize”. A n a w a r d c he ck in the
a m o u n t of $ 1 0 0 will be given to the
winner, as well as a one-year m e m 
bership to the A c a d e m y of Ame ri ca n
Poets a n d a subscription to the
m a g a z i n e A m e ri ca n Poets. Writers
m a y a no n y m o u s l y submit o n e to two
p o e m s , not exceeding four total pages
in length, a n d cover sheet to the H o p e
College D e p a r t m e n t of English on the
third floor of Lubbers Hall. Off-campus
students m a y sub mi t their w o r k to
niles@hope.edu. For m o r e information
o n submission guidelines, students
m a y contact the English D e p a r t m e n t
P o e m s will be judged by writer
Brian Barker, w h o visited H o p e last
s em ester for the Jack Ridl Visiting Writ
ers Series. H e is the author of “T h e Ani
m a l Gospels" a n d “T h e Black Ocean."
H e has w o n the A c a d e m y of Ame ri ca n
Poets Prize a n d the 2 0 0 9 Campbell
Corner Poetry Prize. H e also serves as
Poetry Editor for Cop pe r Nickel.

H o p e performs play about love
A n n a h Duffey
A rts Co-Editor

There are many complicat
ed relationships that revolve
around love and nothing is ever
straightforward. Perhaps Caryl
Churchill thought that if more
information was given from dif
ferent experiences, people could
begin to tackle the intricacies of
all kinds of interpersonal rela
tionships. Churchill, who wrote
the play “Love and Information,"
has placed these relationships
on display for actors to impro
vise. Hope College’s rendition of
this play was performed in the
DeWitt Main Theatre Feb. 1718 and 22-25 at 7:30 p.m. every
night.
There were 11 cast members
that helped bring Churchill’s
script to life. “I’d say the most
unique thing about this pro
duction is the spontaneous and
collage-like nature of the show,”
Shanley Smith (T9) said. Some
scenes were reinterpreted mul
tiple times in succession to dis
play the true improvisational
quality of Churchill’s dialogue.

Erik A lberg

N U M E R O U S I N T E R P R E T A T I O N S - S o m e scenes, like the

one above, could be interpreted for present-day scenarios.
The audience members were were acted out and then the
captivated by the drama and hu roles were switched and the two
mor intertwined throughout the actors redid the scene. Most
scenes took place between two
course of the play.
"Each of the scenes are unre characters, but some had more
lated and it’s been an interesting or all of the actors included.
experience playing so many dif While scenes were shifting, dif
ferent characters and exploring ferent contemporary tunes were
such different stories,” Smith played that related to scene
said. While there was no con themes and messages.
A staple of Churchill’swriting
nected storyline, there were
certain themes or repetitions is that there is no distinct direc
in relationships that emerged. tion to take it,but scenes can be
Many brief scenes focused upon applied to any scenario. The col
lage nature of the scenes was not
disconnect in a relationship.
There were other scenes that only portrayed through the play,

but the audience seating, which
was comprised of armchairs,
folding chairs and couches. Ro
mantic relationships, friend
ships and family were all ad
dressed within the play and the
most impactful part was that
every audience member could
find a little of themselves within
at least one scene.
Audience members respond
ed well to the play, with laugh
ter and applause. After the last
scene ended, the cast members
lined up and took turns danc
ing to finish off the production.
After what Smith described as “a
five-week-long process," it was
clear the team enjoyed the time
they had to perform Churchill’s
masterpiece.
“In a lot of ways I feel like
a kid getting to play dress up
again, just in a slightly more
socially acceptable way,” Smith
said.
The next production will be
“The Hollows Project,” which
will take place on April 21 - 22
and 26 - 29 at 7:30 p.m. Visit the
Hope Theatre Department web
page for more information.

2017 O S C A R WINNERS
Best Picture
“Moonlight”

Director
D a m i e n Chazelle: “La La Land"

Actress
E m m a Stone: “La La Land"

Actor
C as ey Affleck: “Manchester by the Sea"

Supporting Actress
Viola Davis: “Fences”

Supporting Actor
Mahershela Ali: “Moonlight”

Original Screenplay
Kenneth Lonergan: “M anchester By
the S e a ”

Adapted Screenplay
Barry Jenkins a n d Tarell Alvin McCraney: “Moonlight"

Original Music Score
Justin Hurwitz: “La La L a n d ”

Original S o n g
Justin Hurwitz, Justin Paul a n d Benj
Pasek: “City of Stars” f r o m “La La Lan d ”

Study abroad department to host movie series
Becky Downing
A rts Co -Editor
©BECKYJODOWNING

Global Ambassadors for the
Fried Center for Global Engage
ment are hosting a movie series
this semester. The series will
kick off Thursday, March 2, at
7:30 p.m. in the Fried Hemenway Auditorium, where Alexan
dria Watts (17) will be showing
“Rams,” an Icelandic film.
Each movie has been chosen
by different Global Ambassa
dors to represent the country in
which they studied. Other mov
ies include “The Intouchables”
(France), “Machuca” (Chil6),
“Sing Street” (Ireland), “Soldados de Salmina” (Spain) and
“Harry Potter and the Philoso
pher’s Stone” (UK). Before each
movie screening, a Global A m 
bassador will present on his/her
study abroad experience.
Other screenings after “Ram”
will take place on March 9,
March 15 and March 30 in the
DePree Cook Auditorium and
April 6 and April 13 in the Fried
Hemenway Auditorium. All
showings will start at 7:30 p.m.
The movie series is an at
tempt to educate Hope students
about what it is like to study
abroad and how the Fried Cen
ter for Global Engagement can
connect students with over 300
programs in 60 countries.
“You can honestly go any
where in the world,” Global
Ambassador Mary Palma (’17)
said about the Fried Center for
Global Engagement.
Palma, who studied in Bar
celona, Spain, will be presenting
the movie “Soldados de Salamina”,which translates to “Soldiers

of Salamina”
“Ichose this movie because it
truly embodies the Spanish cul
ture and the importance of their
civil war during the Fascist era
of Franco,” Palma said. “I hope
that students get to see another
side ofSpain and how important
M a r c h 2 - R a m s (Iceland)
the Civil War stillis for diem to
Fried H e m e n w a y A u d i t o r i u m
this day.”
Global Ambassador Payton
Hoff (’17), who studied abroad
M a r c h 9 -The Intouchables
in Dublin, Ireland, will be show
(France)
ing “Sing Street”, a movie that
DePree C o o k Auditorium
centers on an Irish teen trying to
start a band in order to win over
M a r c h 15 - M a c h u c a (Chile)
a girl.
D e P r e e C o o k Auditorium
“I hope that students will be
able to experience the diversity
of films from other countries
M a r c h 3 0 - Sing Street (Ireland)
outside of the U.S.,” Hoff said.
DePree C o o k Auditorium
“Film is a beautiful art that can
depict so much about anoth
April 6 - S o l d a d o s d e S a l a m i n a
er country or culture, and we
should view international films
(Spain)
as a whole more often.”
Fried H e m e n w a y A u d i t o r i u m
Hoff also emphasized the op
portunities available to students
April 13 - H a r r y Potter a n d the
interested in studying abroad
Philosopher's S t o n e ( U S / U K )
through the Fried Center for
Fried H e m e n w a y A u d i t o r i u m
Global Engagement.
“Seriously, if you are un
der the impression that you
can't study abroad because of
All films presented
your major, extracurriculars, fi
b y H o p e students
nances or interests, just stop by
w
h o ha ve studied
the Martha Miller Center 109
sometime,” Hoff said. “You will
a n d lived in the
be amazed that we can help you
filming location!
find an off-campus program that
would work for you.”
For more information on
the movie series and studying
abroad, visit www.hope.edu/
COLLEGE
academics/global-engagement.
CENTER FOR G L O B A L E N G A G E M E N T
There you can read various blogs
about student journeys across
Fried Center for G lobal Engagement
seas, including the aforemen C R E D I T A N D C U L T U R E — H o p e students m a y c h e c k with their language professors to see
tioned countries.
If they can receive credit by attending the Fried Center for Global E n g a g e m e n t ’s film series.

I N T E R N A T I O N A L FILM
SCREENING
• 7:3 0 P M •
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H o p e students create original podcast
Becky Downing
A rts Co-Editor
©BECKYJODOWNING

Hope College students Ash
ley Arnoult (T9) and Abbey
Peecher (18) may seem like
typical funny college friends,
but recently they've taken their
funniness to a whole new level
by recording themselves for the
entire world to hear. The pair
has created a podcast, entitled
“This Is Definitely A Podcast,”
which can be listened to for free
on SoundCloud and iTunes.
The pair begins each pod
cast by saying, “This started as
a goof, and now it’s real.” H o w 
ever, plans for the podcast were
actually more thought out, as
Arnoult and Peecher started or
ganizing the project back in No
vember of lastyear.
“There are things thatyou talk
to friends about doing, but no
friend actually says, ‘Let's make
that happen!,”'Arnoult said.
“W e both have ideas like
that that we want to start with
friends, but it never follows
through,” Peecher said. “W e
came up with this idea and said,
‘But we actually have to do it.'”
Arnoult and Peecher’s pod-

Abbey Peecher

DEFINITELY F U N N Y — Arnoult a n d Peecher s h o w off their

Improvisation skills In their o w n original podcasts.
cast now consists of seven episodes, and listeners can see that
they are in for belly laughter just
by reading each title. For exampie, “NASA: Not Anybody’s Ski
Association,” “Funky Cannibal
Hamster Boy” and “The Bachelor But With Puppies” are a few

of the episodes listeners have to
choose from,
“W e inform, we advise, but
mostly we goof," is the podcast’s
mantra, but the pair’s goofing
does take a while to prepare. The
pair creates a loose outline for
each episode before recording

and improving.
In the outline, they have to
plan different “bits” that will ap
pear in the show. These origi
nal bits range from “Hey, Lis
ten!,” where the two take a silly
Buzzfeed headline and guess
what the entire article is about,
to “Give It A Rest!,” they over
analyze song lyrics.
In past episodes, Arnoult and
Peecher have examined various
songs, including Celine Dion’s
“M y Heart Will Go On" and the
Jonas Brothers' throwback “Year
3000.”
The duo also ends each epi
sode with a funny informative
bit, reading aloud scientific and
historical facts with absolutely
no context. For example, at the
end of their episode called “Peep
the Rantween,” Peecher in
formed listeners, “Did you know
that the human body contains
enough bones to make an entire
skeleton?”
“That's awesome,” Arnoult
replies seriously before playing
their outro music.
This signature farewell allows
listeners to expand their knowl
edge on a wide array of subjects.
Short snippets of information
are easier to remember, too.

Their silliness is gaining se
rious popularity as well. For
example, the pair’s first pod
cast episode, entitled “Amateur
Hour,”which premiered a month
ago already has over 250 views
on SoundCloud.
“W h e n we initially put it out
there, itwas more just for us to
do something fun,” Arnoult said.
“Yeah, I thought that maybe
20 people would listen to it,"
Peecher said. “That was very
optimistic in our eyes. Then
around 100 people listened to it
within the firsttwo days.”
With their newfound success,
the pair isn’tstopping. “Podcasts
are like hanging out with people
for introverts," Peecher said.
“W e just want to make people
laugh."
Hope students who want to
check out “This Is Definitely A
Podcast” can look up episodes
on SoundCloud and iTunes. The
pair is on social media as well;
they can be found on Twitter un
der the username @TIDAPodcast and on Instagram under the
username @tidapodcast.
Also, listenersare encouraged
to send in random headlines to
be analyzed for "Hey, Listen!" at
tidapodcast@gmail.com.

It s hcilfw<iy through the S6mcst6r, midterms have come and gone, and spring break is
inching closer and closer. You are probably at that point where you are tired of cafeteria food
but also not motivated enough to cook. Good news! Restaurants in the area are partnering
with Hope College’s Dance Marathon to support the kids. Even if you cannot attend the mara
thon on March 10-11, you can still support the cause by eating at each place on a certain day
Below is a cheat sheet for all the locations. Happy eating, and remember, it’s all for the kids!
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Potbelly

On The Border

Wednesday,
March 1

Thursday,
March 2

12359 James
Street #10

12383 James Street

5-8 p.m.
*No flyer necessary
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Panera
Monday, March 6
3067 West Shore
Drive

..

11 a.m.-ll p.m.

4-8 p.m.

*Flyer via Dance Marathon social media

*Flyer via Dance Marathon social media
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Chipotle

Potbelly

Tuesday, March 7

Wednesday,
March 8

12365 James Street
4-8 p.m.
*Flyer via Dance
Marathon social
media

12359 James
Street #10

5-8 p.m.
*No flyer necessary

Pasta Dinner
Thursday,
March 9
The Kletz

5-7 p.m.
No Flyer necessary
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I do not need m y boyfriend to have fun
H a n n a h Pikaart

“It is perfectly healthy and okay to have fun
withoutyour boyfriend. ”

Production Manager/
Copy Editor

I like to have fun. You may see me spending hours in the library, working on homework, but I do like to have fun. You may not see m e getting drunk every
Wednesday for bar night, or every weekend, for that matter (because in college drinking seems to equal fun), but Ido like to have fun. Yet, for the longest time, Ithought I
needed to have my boyfriend beside me to have fun-having fun without him seemed unfair. Itseemed wrong to go to the beach, movies or a partywithout him. Therefore,
for the longest time, Iturned down doing a lot ofthings with my friends. No matter how much F O M O Ihad, itdidn't change m y mind. This reallyhurt m y relationships,
and eventually m y friends stopped inviting me to go do things with them.
Well, last week, I started experiencing that guilt again. I was at a party with friends and someone asked “Where isyour boyfriend?” I simply replied, “He’s at
home.”M y friend thought this was a strange answer, and so Ibegan to question m y presence at the party.
\XTiat am Idoing here? W h y go to a party without Ricky? I should just go home. I shouldn't have worn this outfit. I probably shouldn’tbe dancing with allthese
guys around...
Then ithappened again.
“Where isRicky?”
That made me feel really guilty.
Then again.
“Where isyour boyfriend?”
N o w Iwas getting mad.
W h y do I need Ricky to be here? W h y can’the be home and Ican be here? What iswrong with that?
The answer is simple: Nothing. Nothing iswrong with me having fun without my boyfriend. While m y boyfriend does bring m e happiness, he is not the only
source of my happiness. Nor, isita bad thing that we do things separately, so when Iwas asked “Where isyour boyfriend?” again, yes, again, I spoke my mind: “He’s not
here, but I am having fun.”
Would I have had fun with him present? Most certainly, but it's important for others to know that it is completely okay not to do every thing with your own
boyfriend or girlfriend. You are not breaking some unspoken rule. You should not feel guilty for doing things separately or wanting to do things separately. In fact, itis
healthy to have a life,and therefore have as much fun oSfefde ofyour relationship as you do inside your relationship. Ifyou are not something needs to change.
Once more, yes, one more time, L was asked “Where isyour boyfriend?” To that I replied, “He’s not here and that’s okay.” Trust me, you may feel guilty at first,
but itisperfectly healthy and okay to have fun without your boyfriend.
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From

o dust

Stephanie A r n d t
Voices Editor
M y mother would wake my sister and I early on every Ash Wednesday for the 7 a.m. Mass. W e would get dressed and
completely packed for school and be on the road just five minutes before Mass began. W e would then fileinto pews as the sun
slowly rose behind the painted glass, receiving our ashes from the priest while stillarriving to school on time.
"Don’t rub them off,"m y mother would tell us as she dropped us off for school, eyeing my older sister. "Those should
last allday.”
M y sister and Iwere too young to realize everything the ashes represent, but we knew they were important. Still, she
was just old enough to care what people thought of her and Iwas just young enough to follow my sister’s example. She swiped
her bangs across her forehead the minute m y mother was out of sight. I knew itwas wrong, but I did the same thing when m y
sister walked to her class. Itwas never popular to be different, afterall.
As a child, Ifound itdifficultto understand everything that my mother taught me to do in order to be a good Catholic.
Itwas nearly impossible to understand why I practiced certain religious traditions in the firstplace, much less explain them to
the rest of m y classmates. M y cross of ashes wasn’tthe norm and itbecame a popular topic throughout elementary school best'PetertheAP°st,eCatholicChurch
cause Iwas almost always the only one who had a cross. Classmates stared and some were even brave enough to say “you’ve got a littlesomething on your forehead" in
the middle ofclass.This was the most common reaction because so few of the people Iencountered knew that the smudged black mark in the middle of my forehead
was purposeful. Iwas always grateful when a teacher would redirect students who stared at me because what was I suppose to say to them? Didn’
tyou know thatyou

are dust, and todustyou shallreturn?
There are many Catholic practices that aren’t easily explained to people who have never gone to a Catholic church. W e are characterized in so many ways—
including the assumptions and misconceptions that spread like wildfire— making ithard to explain our practices to others without finding ourselves uncomfortable
with judgements. Most of the time, itisn’t until the season of Lent that I feel a littlemore separated from the average Christian. It used to be a bad feeling to be dif
ferent. Luckily, things have changed since then.
Today, I celebrate Ash Wednesday with a knowledge and joy that I couldn't in other years. Today, I will attend Hope College’s chapel for the first time and
only time this year in order to receive an ash cross from the priest of my church. Today, Lent begins and the season which reminds me daily of m y religious promise
becomes part of my rhythm oflife. Today will be a good day.

“Memento, homo...quia pulvis es, et in pulverem reverteris” (cf. Gn 3:19).
“Remember, man, you are dust and to dust you will return.”
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Words to cherish, thoughts to ponder
66

66

--------------------- -

A n d said to him, “G o throughout the city of
Jerusalem a n d put a m a r k o n the foreheads of
those w h o grieve a n d lament over all the d e 
testable things that are d o n e in it.

B y the sweat o f y o u r face y o u shall
eat bread, till y o u return to the
ground, for out o f it y o u w e r e taken;
for y o u are dust, a n d to dust y o u
shall return.

— Ezekiel 9:4

— G enesis 3:9 ESV
_______________________
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W h e n y o u fast, d o not look s o m b e r as the hypocrites do, for
they disfigure their faces to s h o w others they are fasting. Truly
I tell you, they h a v e received their reward in full. B u t w h e n
y o u fast, put oil o n your h e a d a n d w a s h y o u r face, so that it
will not be obvious to others that y o u are fasting, but only to
y o u r Father, w h o is unseen; a n d y o u r Father, w h o sees w h a t is
d o n e in secret, will reward you.

--------------------------

A n d the L O R D G o d f o r m e d m a n [of]
the dust o f the ground, a n d breathed
into his nostrils the breath o f life; and
m a n b e c a m e a living soul.

— M atthew 6:16-18

— G enesis 2:7 KJV

-------------------------------------------
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—

All g o to o n e place. All are f r o m the
dust, a n d to dust all return.

66

— Ecclesiastes 3:30
----------------------------

99

66
H u m b l e yourselves, therefore, under G o d ’s mi ghty
hand, that he m a y lift y o u u p in d u e time.

‘Yet e v e n k n o w , ’ declares the Lord, ‘return
to m e with all your heart, with fasting, with
weeping, a n d with mourning; a n d rend your
hearts a n d not y o u r garments.’ Return to the
L o r d y o u r G o d , for h e is gracious a n d merci
ful, slow to anger, a n d a b ou ndi ng in steadfast
love; a n d h e relents over disaster.
— Joel 2:12-13 ESV

— Peter 5:6

99

Interested in writing for Voices?
Voices is a section dedicated to the
voices of H o p e College students. It is a
place to write your opinions, experiences
and even poetry or pictures to represent
yourself or your story in s o m e way.
Email Stephanie Arndt with
submissions or questions at:
stephanie.arndt@hope.edu

(fpeQchuuoue ;
H OPE EXCLUSIVE |

BOGO 50% off!
on c u p of equal or lesser value w h e n this c o u p o n is presented

g

"validwithHopeID;maynotbecombinedwithotheroffers,includingThursday3-buckcup; 1
notvalidonbeverages
^

— — _ _ _ _ _ _ — _ _ _ _ __ _ j
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Submissions are due Sunday nights at 6 p.m.

oooooooooooooo
Our Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate campus events throughout
Hope College and the Holland community. W e hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objectivejournalism and a vibrant Voices section.

tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will be taken. No anonymous letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 00 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort and is funded through
the Hope College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $45. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o Hope College, drop them off at the An
chor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by Monday at 5 p.m. to appear in Wednesday’s issue.
Advertising Policies: All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, stan
dards, terms and policies stated in The Anchor's advertisement brochure.

Letter Guidelines: The Anchor welcomes all letters. The staff re
serves the right to edit due to space constraints, personal at

The Anchor will m ake continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions
and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper

6 W 8th St, Downtown Holland
m ay cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher's reason
able judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to Wednesday distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a bro
chure or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads®
hope.edu. To contact our office, email us at anchor@hope.edu.
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Angry A d a m : Why is being late so b a d ?

A d a m Nottoll
Co-Editor-in-Chief
@ A dam N ottoli

This isfor any groups, profes
sors, workplaces, friends, fam
ily, and Campus events that IVe
ever gone to, known, or had con
tactwith. Hi, my name isAdam,
and sometimes I’m late. Some
times I sleep in an extra 30 min
utes or an hour and I get places
slightly late with really wet hair.
Occasionally I turn a homework
assignment in at 10 a.m. the next
morning when it was supposed
to be done at midnight the night
before. Every once in awhile I
will miss a group project or a
family gathering because I’ve
forgotten or Ijust can’tget there
in time. Sometimes, I’m late.
But, to whomever may be
reading this and thinking that
I’m trying to make excuses for
missing or coming late to some
thing that they’re putting on,

know that I’m definitely not. For
Campus events, groups, profes
sors, and work, I understand
that you're passionate about
what it is that you do. I get that
you take a lot of pride in having
things done a certain way, and
deadlines and time-limits are a
good way to go about making
sure everything runs smoothly.
But sometimes time-limits are
hindrances that people can’t get
around. W h y is it so important
that something be done or at
tended on-time that you would
exclude people from doing them
ifthey’re not in that limit? As an
Education Major, I’d much pre
fer my students turning papers
into me late than never receiv
ing their papers at all, and I feel
the same should be said of col
lege professors and faculty in
other workings on campus. As
a Student Manager, I’d prefer
that the employees come in late
rather than deciding that they’ll
just be punished and not coming
in at all.
To friends and family who
may think that my not showing
up on time, or not being able
to stay up late into the night to
hang out means that I don’t like
them. That is not true. Some
times there is homework to be
done, work to be attended or
events that need my presence. I
know that family, friends and re

Amber Ramble: H o w to
turn Midterm Stress into
Midterm Best

lationship should be some of the
most important things in life,
but after paying so much money
to be at Hope College, I’m ada
mant about trying to make sure
that everything is done before
I spend time frivolously with
people.
Despite the adage that every
millennial is a lazy bum trying
to live offof their parents or the
“system,” that’s not true. Being
at an expensive college means
that there are a lot of things to
balance. A full load of classes
with the additional homework.

studying and papers, multiple to finish the homework that my
jobs,
required
out-of-class class assigned to m e two days
events, time with friends and a before after my laptop decided
relationship to boot is so much to stop working.
to handle while stilltrying to get
I don’t hate you, there are
enough sleep to function and do just always too many things that
itall again the next day. IfI acci are being thrown of so many
dentally sleep an extra hour and students here, and sometimes
make itto your event or meeting we just need to take just a little
10 minutes late, it’s not because while longer to process it. I’m
I hate your group or have some sure I’m not the only one that’s
vendetta against you, it’s be rolling into classes a few min
cause Iprobably slept four hours ute late, turning papers in a few
the night before, and not due to hours after their final deadline
partying or anything irrespon or missing your meeting. I’m
sible, but because I was trying sorry it’s late.

erl INTERESTED IN
O
WORKING WITH THE
A N C H O R B U T D O N ’T
HAVE TIME T O C O M M I T
T O A N E D I T O R POSITION?

m n WRITER!
more

ESTABUSHED IN CHARLESTON, IL
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

Since J

Go^RMET SANDVTlC*1*'*

8“ SUB SANDWICHES

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

All of m y sandwiches are 8 inches of ho m e m a d e
French bread, fresh veggies and Ihe finest meats &
cheese I can buy! W e slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!

M y club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on m y fresh baked thick sliced T-grain bread or m y famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

#1 PEPE*5*
A m b e r Lee Carnahan
Co-Editor-in-Chief
@ amberlee816

The dreadful time approach
es for the midterm hell week
to come to a close and for the
grades, whatever they may be,
to be submitted. Perhaps these
times have been nothing but
stress-inducing, a reminder of
the areas that could definitely be
due for some improvement. But
midterms can also be an oppor
tunity to become motivated to
make some changes in your aca
demic routine. If your midterm
grades aren’t what you want
them to be, be prepared to step
up and commit to a few positive
changes.

readings.

Ask questions
If you have been struggling
in a certain class and that fact
has finallybeen reflected in your
midterm grades, make sure to
find answers for any aspect of
the class that has been keeping
you behind. Attend study ses
sions, meet with other students
who have been doing well in the
class, find yourself a tutor or
meet with the professor directly
to work toward a better under
standing of the course.

Procrastinate less

Ifless stress isyour goal, pro
crastinating less must be a goal.
Avoiding procrastination helps
provide more time for projects
and studying, and more time
Catch up on missed readings lends more opportunity to ask
Perhaps you are like me and your professor and fellow stu
have let some assigned read dents about things you aren’t
ings from previous weeks fall fullyunderstanding. Iknow pro
through the cracks. At the time, crastinating can be a way of life
when other assignments were for some (i.e.me), but procrasti
drawing near, it might have nating less can be very beneficial
seemed inconsequential to skip and stress-relieving in the long
some readings in order to focus run.
on more detrimental upcoming
While midterms and itsafterassignments. However, future math can cause sleepless nights,
assignments may become more take the opportunity itprovides
challenging if you’re missing to make a few positive changes
knowledge that could have been that will, in the long run, be con
gained in previous readings. If ducive to reducing the amount
you find yourselfwith some free ofstress in your lifeand increase
time, make sure to set aside a your enjoyment and under
few hours to return to missed standing of a course.

m3

OK. S O M Y SUBS REALLY AREN'T G O U E M E T AND
W E RE N O T FRENCH EITHEE. M Y SUBS JUST TASTE
A UTTLE BETTER, THAT'S A L U I W A N T E D T O
CALL IT JIMMY J O H N S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
M Y M O M T OL D M E T O STICK WITH GOURMET.
REGARDLESS O F W H A T SHE THINKS, FREAKY FAST
IS W HERE IT'S AT. I HOPE Y O U LOVE 'EM AS MUCH
DO! PEACE!

Real wood smoked h a m and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Tho original)

#2 BIG JOHN®
Medium rare choice roast beef, mayo,
lettuce & tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)

SLIMS"
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

H a m & cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

Low Garb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM®
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

#5 VITO®

S a m e ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

Bacon, lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(My B.l.T. rocks)

★ SIDES ★

ORDER ONLINE @ JIMMYJ0HNS.COM

FREEBIES (SUBS e CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers, dijon, Jimmy Mustard, yellow mustard,
oil &vinegar, oregano, sprouts*

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®
Genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato.
onion, mayo & our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)
A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone. lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®
#12 BEACH CLUB® ® 5 5 *

iSSS
DELIVERY ORDERS m a y include
a delivery charge.

* Soda Pop
* Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
* Beal potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
* Extra load of meat
* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread

Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#6 THE VEGGIE $5
J.J.B.L.T.®

#8 BILLY CLUB®

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB®

Tho original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)
Layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only. Sprouts* optional)

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB
1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato & mayo!

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Try it on m y
/•grain whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yummy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
An American classic!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN®
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham. capicola.
roast beef, turkey & provolone.
jammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions, mayo, lettuce, tomato & our
homemado Italian vinaigrette.

The same as our # 3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more. Housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato. (Sprouts* optional)

#16 CLUB LULU®
Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™
Real wood smoked h a m and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo! (This one rocks!)

W E DELIVER! 7 DAYS A W E E K
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST Y 00 VISIT JIIVIIVIYJOHNS.COM
"YOUR M O M W A N T S YO U T O EAT AT J I MMY JOHN'S!"®

©

•WHINING: 1 M DtPARTMCNI Of H f l U H ADVISES THAI EATING R AW OR ONDER COOKED SPROUTS POSES A HEALTH RISK TO EVERTONE. ROT ESPECIALLY TO THE ELDERLY. CHILDREN. PREGNANT WOMEN. AND PERSONS WITH WEAKENED
IMMUNE SYSTEMS. THE CONSUMPTION OF RAW SPROUTS MA Y RESULT IN AN INCREASED RISK OF F00DB0RNE ILLNESS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CONTACT YOUR PHYSICIAN OR LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH 0EPAR1MENI.
®t88S, 2002. 2003, 2004, 2001. 2008, 2013.2014 J I M M Y JOHN'S FRANCHISE. LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. W o Resmio The Rl(hl To Make Any M ono Changes.
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M e n ’s basketball takes a loss
H o p e faced Calvin again this past Friday but will have a run in post-season action
Isabel Bustamante
S ports Co-Editor

11

T his W e e k In S p o r t s
Friday
Men’s Basketball
vs. Wisconsin-Oshkosh at T B A

Saturday
Men’s Tennis

In another tight game,
the Flying Dutchmen fell
to the Calvin Knights in
—L \L" N !— L f\—■-Rh ;T’vOSLO’S
the M I A A tournament
title game. The final
Mar t h a Miller C e m e r
score was 86-83 at the
end of regular play. Hope
3L5© —
p m
College had a 12-point
ihlhettttjhtsstarnhimtipi^sBniiBns <Biqpy
lead over the Knights at
iFEjfresIhtmemtsiimiheimttumtfk.
the half, but Calvin came
out strong to dominate
-iloiTvaihanIBading j|MarapiretDiOKrnsoini|
(Eartg
the score 52-37 in the
:KaI!*sanrieIRtegadld.ShammonfRogari,,
IRtESameyar
second half enabling
ib^hiisChun'WfeiblKaBm ||INliiror^^'i|Dvaodlyml^lrrar
them to beat out the
iNiaStningfallow j|Lk©yWilliamB
Dutchmen by a threepoint win. Hope was
ranked third in the Great
2D irmirmteipmsanttetiiaamjfdllowss!lIky
Lakes Region before
'guestions. C a m e a n a S g o a s 'potu a r e aUsJkl!
the M I A A tournament,
IRoovm 7SS. 2S9am(U249..
but Calvin gave Hope
two frustrating losses.
The Knights stopped
Hope's chances of having
an unbeaten record in the point scorer for Hope with 86 in led in points, rebounds and to 46-36. The only point Hope
M I A A at their first meet-up. a season.
assists for the game. Three of scored in the firstfew minutes of
Unfortunately, Hope was not
To start off the game, Hope’s players had six rebounds the half came offof a free throw
able to get their revenge this Harrison Blackledge (17) made of the game: Cody Stuive, by Blackledge. The Knights
past Friday.
a layup with Dante Hawkins Harrison Blackledge and Dennis came out aggressively in the
Despite the loss, Dante putting in a three. Cody Stuive Towns (19). Hawkins led in second and began closing in on
Hawkins (T8) had his career- (17) followed Calvins two free points and assists for the game the Flying Dutchmen. Hope held
high scoring game which put throws with another three. with his 31 points and four the lead up until the 7:12 mark
31 points on the board and led Hawkins then made the next five assists.
in the second. At this point, the
the team. Chad Carlson (17), points for Hope. Calvin trailed
To start off the second half, score was tied at 64. From then
who also added 10 points to the behind the entire half.
the Knights scored a two-point on, the game was back-andgame, now is the leading threeC a m Denney of the Knights jump shot bringing the score up forth. Calvin took theirfirstlead
ofthe game with 6:29 to go when
Michael Wilks sunk two free
throws to give them a one-point
lead. A few more made shots by
the Knights to pull them up by
four points with 2:27 left on the
clock. Calvin was able to hold
the lead for the last couple of
minutes in the game and edged
out the Flying Dutchmen in
another upset.
Calvin now moves on to the
N C A A Dill tournament, but
Hope’s season didn’t end with
their loss. The 64-team field for
the N C A A Dill tournament was
announced this past Monday.
Hope was selected to take on
Wisconsin-Oshkosh in the first
round of the tournament. Hope,
now 21-6, will make their 26th
tournament appearance.
Hope has had a strong season
thus far and now has a chance to
do well in the tournament. The
Flying Dutchmen should be able
to beat out the Titans on Friday,
March 3 as Hope is taking on a
team ranked below the top 25.
It is only the Titan’s seventh
M A R C H 6 • 7 P M
appearance in the tournament.
Looking at the rest of Hope’s
Lecture at J a c k H. Miller C e n t e r for Musical Arts C o n c e r t Hall
spot in the bracket future games
may face teams likeWashingtonSt. Louis who are the top team
in assists and their assisted
turnover ratio as well as being
The ^Gathering, Bjprm
TFhirriIRefeirmed Onuandh, IHtdllamdJ
Ohsjpell, MDLSDam
a two-time national champions.
'9A»QamAduih:Ciass
Dimneirrt iMemo rrailOnsfpdl
Oimnemit iMemcrriallOhafpell
Ripon is in the tournament for
TfMOQamn Wcndhjp Sen/ice
the first time since 2002 and
Hanover making their first
appearance since 2011.
Hope will host WisconsinOshkosh in the first round of
the tournament as they fight for
A
C O OJE G E
MJBCwmoE
a post-season run this Friday
March 3. Time isTBA.

WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 8,2017

HUMANITIES

COLLOQUIUM

vs. Denison at 1 0 a.m.

Women’s Tennis
vs. Denison at 1 0 a.m.

In B rief

HOPE HOCKEY
This past Saturday, Hope
College Men’s hockey took
on Lawrence Technological
University in the firstround of
playoffs. Hope was ranked fifth
in the A C H A going into the
game wherease LTU was ranked
eighth. In a tight game, the LTU
Blue Devils were able to barely
edge out the Flying Dutch
men in overtime. The game
was scoreless up until the third
period when LTU was able to
sneak in a shot.
However, Hope played smart
and determined and were able
to put in a goal with only a short
amount of time left in the third
to push the game into over
time. The goal came from Peter
Stewart (T9). Unfortunately, in
the second overtime, the Blue
Devils were able to put in a shot
to end the game and end Hope’s
post-season run.
Hope however had a 20-101 season going 13-8-1 in the
conference. Unfortunately, their
fifth-ranked position was not
enough this past Friday, as they
were knocked out early in the
tournament.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE W E E K
Men’s Track and Field
Brandon Wolliston (T8)
Middle Distance
Women’s Track and Field
Rachel Satkiewicz (’18)
Jumps, Sprints

CAVS ACQUIRE B0G UT
A N D WILLIAMS
Andrew Bogut and Deron
Williams were acquired this
week for the Cleveland Cava
liers roster. In LeBron asking for
a playmaker, the Cavaliers front
office decided to go for the Aus
sie Center and the former Mavs
Guard. Bogut was waived by the
Philadelphia 76ers after he was
traded there for Nerlens Noel.
Deron Williams was waved
by the Dallas Mavericks, after
coming to an agreement. With
the new roster changes and the
inevitable return of Guard J.R
Smith and Forward Kevin Love
from injury, LeBron’s Cavs hope
to go back-to-back this season.
The Cleveland Cavaliers are
currently stillthe number one
seed in the east. They will go
up against the Boston Celtics,
tonight.. The tip-offisat 8 p.m.
EST.

Zlatan Ibrahimovic: A g e is just a n u m b e r
Manchester United edges out Southampton to win fifth League Cup at Wembley Stadium
Fononyamba Nunghe
S ports Co-Editor

Manchester United
Major Trophies
Domestic Trophies

©FONONYAMBA

The sometimes infamous Jose
Mourinho has once again found
a good fit at English power
house, Manchester United.
Mourinho, or “The Special One”
as he iscommonly referred to as,
came in with high expectations,
especially after a disappointing
last season at Chelsea EC.
The
loving
relationship
between Mourinho and the
Blues ended after the then
defending champions failed
to even qualify for the Europa
league, during the Leicester City
Cinderella story season.
This past weekend, Mourinho
and Manchester United went
up against Claude Fuel’s
Southampton EC. in a lead
changing EEL cup final. With
this win, United, commonly
referred to as “The Red Devils”,
is now the English Premier
League team with the most
trophies in their cabinet, beating
out Liverpool by just one.
The match opened with a goal
from Zlatan Ibrahimovic. On
a free kick outside the 18 yard
box, the Swedish international
and teammate Paul Pogba kept
their eyes on the prize, with both
players looking very interested
in placing it in the back of the
net. It was Zlatan however,
who took it calmly and gave
Manchester United an early
lead. The 35-year-old legend
ages with grace and has no plans
of slowing down anytime soon.
Ibrahimovic, or Zlatan as he
normally goes by, shows that age
isindeed just a number.
The second goal came from
Jesse “Dabber man” Lingard.
The English winger got into
place inside the yard box and
was supplied a well-timed pass
from Marcos Rojo.
The Argentine defender
found Lingard roaming in the
box. With the composure of
a veteran, Lingard slotted the
ball into the right side of the
net to give The Red Devils a
comfortable two-goal lead.
The lead may have been
too comfortable, as Manolo
Gabbiadini responded and sent
out a message to all supporters
in red jerseys.
Right before the halftime
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League
First Division

and

Premier

League:20
1907-08, 1910-11, 1951-52,
1955-56, 1956-57, 1964-65,
1966-67, 1992-93, 1993-94,
1995-96, 1996-97, 1998-99,
1999-2000, 2000-01, 200203, 2006-07, 2007-08, 200809,2010-11,2012-13 (record)
Cups
W ikimedia

F r o m left to right, Juan Mata, Zlatan Ibrahimovic an d Henrlkh
Mkhltaryan pose with y o u n g children before the Europa league g a m e . They will be hoping to
add this trophy, as well as the illustrious F.A c u p trophy, to their cabinet this season. T h e E u 
ropa league is the only trophy M a n c h e s t e r United has not w o n In their history.

FA Cup: 12

STANDING T OGETHER —

1908- 09, 1947-48, 1962-63,
1976-77, 1982-83, 1984-85,
1989-90, 1993-94, 1995-96,
1998-99, 2003-04, 2015-16
(shared record)
Football League Cup: 5
1991-92, 2005-06, 2008-09,
2009-10,2016-17
FA Charity/CommunityShield: 21
(17 outright,4 shared)
1908, 1911, 1952, 1956, 1957,
1965*, 1967*, 1977*, 1983,
1990*, 1993, 1994, 1996,
1997, 2003, 2007, 2008, 2010,
2011,2013,2016 (* shared) (re
cord)

EuropeanTrophies
H O W D O Y O U LIKE M E N O W ? — Before enjoying this current success with T h e R e d Devils,

the Gaffer c a m e under fire because of a severely under w h e l m i n g season at Chelsea In 2016.
They recorded the worst start to a season for defending c h a m p i o n s In Premier L e a g u e history.
period, and immediately after
the second halfbegun, he scored
not just the first goal, but the
equalizer. The Italian winger
gave the boys of St. Mary’s hope
as the score was levelled once
again.
Gabbiadini scored his first
goal from a cross given by James
Ward-Prowse. From the right
side, Gabbiadini approached the
well-placed cross and finished
with his right foot. His second
came from a headed ball. He
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volleyed the ball and left David
De Gea, the Manchester United
goalie, standing still.
Zlatan sealed the game
for Manchester United in the
end after the ball landed on
his feet. He then led the break
away. He ran with the ball and
distributed it to his teammates.
Ander Herrera sent the ball
back to him, and he got a wellplaced header into the net. This
happened in the latehours ofthe
game that eventually ended 3-2
in favor of The Red Devils.
With the victory, Jose
Mourinho has now won the
league cup four times, a record
shared by the likes of Brian
Clough and Sir Alex Ferguson.
He had a reflective attitude after
the game.
“It's the first one plus
the Charity Shield. For the
development of the team, there
is nothing better than to do it
with the feeling of trophies. But
now we have Bournemouth in
the Premier League, then Rostov
in the Europa League, and we
have Chelsea in the FA cup and
we have so much to play for,"
Mourinho said on the teams

effort.
He wasn't cheering, nor was
he excited, but when asked,
the Gaffer responded: “If you
remember my last one here with
Chelsea against Tottenham Iwas
unemotional too. Winning is
always special and today I don’t
get emotional when Iwin.”
Although Manchester United
fans rejoice, supporters of other
teams play it down because the
EFL cup is one of the smaller
trophies in English soccer.
The Red Devils go up against
Chelsea next in the E A cup,
where both Titans of English
football will hope to get one step
closer to cup glory. They go up
against Bournemouth EC. on
Saturday, March 4. 2017 at Old
Trafford.

European Cup/UEFA Champions
League: 3
1967-68,1998-99,2007-08
European Cup Winners' Cup: 1
1990-91
European SuperCup: 1
1991
Worldwide
IntercontinentalCup: 1
1999
FIFAClubWorld Cup: 1
2008
Doublesand Trebles
Doubles:
League and FA Cup: 2
1993-94,1995-96
League and League Cup: 1
2008-09

Interested in writing for The
Anchor? Email Isabel or
Fonon at isabel.bustamante@hope.edu or fononyamba.
nunghe@hope.edu
Thanks!

European Double (League and
European Cup): 1
2007-08
“The Treble”(League, FA Cup and
European Cup): 1
1998-99

